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“Life is more fun when you and your 
friends are fishing” 
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IN THE BEGINNING 
 Those of us who enjoy fishing are, in many ways, unique and interesting folks. Recently, a friend who 
also enjoys the sport mentioned one of the traits of fishermen. He felt it interesting that they had unusually good 
memories, being able to recall their 
experiences of the distant past, even to be able 
to reveal exactly where a special fish was 
caught, what bait was used, and more specific 
information about the circumstances involved 
in the catch. Another trait is that when a group 
of fishermen gets together, the stories will start 
spontaneously.  Once one experience is 
revealed the others in the group seem to feed 
off the occasion and will add their own similar 
stories about a fishing experience. 
 This has happened to me many times, 
and I can “hold my own” in these groups. 
Since “maturity” is creeping up on me, I feel a 
desire to write about some of my stories while 
memory still serves me quite well. The best 
way I can think to do this is to take the people 
I have fished with and the places I have 
fished and tell of some happenings that I 
remember. 
  My fishing experiences started at a place west of Nashville called Twin Lakes. My brother bought a log 
house on one of two small lakes in this area. I bought an old, used life raft with oars and enjoyed catching crappie 
a plenty there. Due to overpopulation, the crappie caught were unusual looking with large heads and small 
bodies. There were plenty of large bass in these two lakes, but I didn’t know how to catch them at that time. 
 

JAKE CORVIN 
 I came to Clarksville in 1950, and realized that Kentucky Lake was just a short distance away. My barber, 
Jake Corvin, regularly told me about his fishing experiences for bass on Kentucky Lake. Warning him that I 
knew nothing about fishing for bass, I accepted his invitation to go bass fishing with him on a certain afternoon. 
We had to borrow a 5 horsepower motor from a dentist, Dr. Batson. We put it in my trunk and traveled to 
Williams Landing in Eagle Creek. We rented a boat and fished in the Big Sandy area. It was there that I caught 
my first bass – a two pounder – on a Hula Popper lure and Jake always reminded me that my knees shook with 
excitement when I caught my first bass. 
 He was correct, and little did I know that this would be the start of my love affair with fishing for bass, a 
reality that has lasted for 53 years. After fishing for about three hours we had to stop because Jake got to feeling 
bad. He was sick with trouble in his stomach area. There was a good reason for this problem revealed in the rest 
of the story of this trip. When I picked him up around noon he suggested that we go to a local pub,  “Boogers”, 
and get a mug of beer. I consented and enjoyed a mug of beer. Jake really enjoyed it because he quickly 
consumed two mugs while I was having just one. When we got ready to leave, Jake ordered more beer to take 
with us. By the time we got to Dover he had consumed more cans of beer. When we went through downtown 
Dover he suggested that we stop at a well-known bar b q place called Earhart’s. 
We went there and each had one bar b q sandwich. When we got ready to leave Earhart’s he bought more beer to 
take on our fishing trip. By the time we got to the lake, he consumed more of the beer. We were catching some 
bass and at the same time he continued to drink his beer. By mid afternoon Jake had consumed quite a lot of beer 
when  he began complaining about an upset stomach.  He came to a conclusion as to why he was sick: He 
blamed it on that ONE barbecue sandwich even though he had “downed” an unusually large amount of beer. We 
quit fishing and returned to our car and went home. I fished with him two other times and he followed a 
suggestion that we have more fishing and less beer. 

 Fishing with Charlsie—1951 
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JIMMY FELTNER 

 Jimmy was a devoted fisherman and a unique individual. He taught me a lot about bass fishing and 
fishing tackle. We fished together many times over a five year period in the mid 1950’s and most always 
launched his 12 foot aluminum boat at 
Grays Landing on  Leatherwood Creek. He 
always hauled his boat in the back of his 
pick up truck with a 3 horsepower motor. 
 We stayed in Leatherwood creek 
most of the time and had many great, 
successful trips. In the early 1950’s we 
usually caught bass and had at least one 
that weighed 4 pounds or more. I 
remember one trip when I was wearing an 
old hat which I called my “lucky hat” and 
caught a 6 pound bass on a Hell Diver lure 
and Jimmy quickly gave credit to “that 
damn old hat”. Most of our fishing was 
done on Kentucky Lake, however, I 
remember a trip to Center Hill Lake when 
we caught some fish and stayed overnight 
to make it a two day fishing trip. That 
night we slept in the back of his truck with 
a tarp over us to protect us from the frosty 
night air. 
 Jimmy taught me a lot about 
fishing tackle. He used a 6 ½ foot, limber 
casting rod with a Shakespeare 1973D reel. 
Most of the rods he used when we first 
started fishing were made by Jimmy. He 
would buy the fiberglass rod blank and put the necessary hardware (guides, butt ferule, tip, handle, etc) on the 
blank to make the rod complete. He taught me how to do it, and over the years that followed, I have built and 
repaired several rods using the knowledge given me by Jimmy. I remember a fishing trip when Jimmy “called the 
shot”.  
 We were fishing in the headwaters of Leatherwood Creek where the water is quite clear.  When we got 
close to a deeper area of the creek he predicted that we would catch a smallmouth bass around a certain big rock 
that he pointed to. He was correct. He made a cast close to this rock and caught a three pound smallmouth bass. 
In those days, it was very unusual to catch a smallmouth – we mostly caught largemouth bass. Jimmy lived on 
his father’s large farm in the St. Bethlehem area, now the site of the Governor’s Square Center. His deep interest 
in fishing was evidenced by the many books on fishing he had read. His favorite author was Jason Lucas. Jimmy 
was married to Virginia and they had one son. They named him Jason. 
Jimmy was also involved in me buying my first outboard motor. He was a friend of Terrace Williams who owned 
Spring Street Grocery This store sold Mercury motors. 
 Jimmy assured me that the Mercury motor was the best motor to buy. He introduced me to Terrace and 
told him that I was looking to buy a good, used 7 ½ horsepower Mercury motor. Terrace told us that he knew 
where one like we wanted was and he would take us to see it. It was a motor that Terrace was about to trade with 
its former owner, Mr. Busteed. He reported that it was practically new and was only 18 months old. We went to 
the Busteed home to see the motor at a time when he would normally have been at work at Fort Campbell.  To 
our surprise he was at home and when we looked at the motor I noticed that it did look like new. I asked him how 
old the motor was and he said he bought it three years ago. I looked at Terrace and reminded him that he told me 
18 months.  Terrace’s answer was a classic. He said, “That’s true – that’s 18 running months. You don’t use the 
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motor in the winter time so that’s 18 running months”. 
Jimmy assured me that the motor was in good shape and I bought it. Jimmy helped me in many decisions I 
made as I gradually invested in equipment to use in fishing. 
 

BILL JAY – WJZM 
 In 1955, I was a salesman at WJZM when we hired a new program director, Bill J. Bumpus. Bill 
enjoyed fishing and we fished together a few times. 
He came up with an idea that we pursued and this has 
really had an effect on my fishing experiences and 
continues to date in 2005.  
 Bill was previously employed at a radio 
station in Knoxville where, among other duties, he 
conducted a fishing news program. His new idea was 
for the two of us to do the same thing at WJZM in 
Clarksville. He had it all planned – it would be a 
thirty minute program of news of interest to area 
fishermen. It would include news about notable fish 
catches, lake reports and forecasts, interviews with 
fishermen, etc.  
 I sold the sponsorship of the program to Falls 
City Beer and we were “off and running”. Almost 
from the first, the program was popular with the 
fishermen. Something unexpected happened. Lynn 
Norfleet , who owned a local sporting goods 
business, contacted us and offered us the use of a 
new boat, motor, and trailer to use in our pursuit of fishing information. We agreed and got to use the 
equipment regularly. After two months Bill was offered a great job opportunity at WLAC TV in Nashville 
which he accepted. This meant that he had to relocate to Nashville and had to quit doing the fishing news 
program on WJZM.   
 I took over this responsibility and most of the time enjoyed doing it. This activity proved very 
beneficial in that it put me in close contact with fishermen and 
also fishing tackle companies, who provided promotional tackle 
items for our fishing contests. Through this connection, I became 
a member of the Tennessee Outdoor Writers Association. 
 

PAT WEAKLEY 
 One of the fishermen I met through the radio assignment 
was Pat Weakley, a local carpenter and a great fisherman in his 
day. Pat was a great teacher also. I learned from him how to catch 
the larger bass. Pat was quite a character who smoked Lucky 
Strike cigarettes and drank Colonel Lee whiskey. The experiences 
I shared with him are memorable and priceless. We did most of 
our fishing in the Cane Creek area of Kentucky Lake. Pat knew a 
friend who owned an old trailer on a hill in that area which was 
for sale. 
 I bought it for $400. Pat, with his carpenter skills, helped 
me make repairs to it, especially to the roof so it would not leak. 
My family enjoyed the trailer even though they had to put up with 
an outdoor toilet, outdoor cooking, and a big rope swing from a 
big tree in our yard. Pat had a nickname for most all friends. He 
called me “ Loney Dog” and/or “ Little Booger”. He also had a 
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name for certain spots where he had caught fish – places like the “Munson stump” or “Shelby’s root”, or the 
‘Tom Dolan hole”. Cane Creek was near the town of McKinnon, TN. In this four-store town was a grocery 
operation with a good restaurant in the rear portion. The name of the store was Weaver’s Market and a gentleman 
ran it named Armstrong. I remember a funny thing that happened about Pat and Armstrong. We left Clarksville 
very early in the morning, a good two hours before 
daylight. On the way to Cane Creek, Pat 
discovered that he was about out of cigarettes. I 
reminded Pat that there would not be any stores 
open at this time of night, so he was out of luck. 
 He came back with an idea – we would 
wake up Armstrong, get him to walk across the 
street, open the store, and get him the cigarettes he 
needed. I did my best to discourage this idea but 
Pat insisted.  When we arrived we went to 
Armstrong’s home. and Pat knocked on the door. 
Armstrong came to the door in his pajamas. He 
went across the street and opened the store. 
  He filled Pat’s order for two packs of 
Luckies. Pat thanked him and asked him to “make 
a ticket of this till he gets his paycheck on 
Friday.” Armstrong just laughed and said, “Pat, 
do you realize you woke me up, made me get 
dressed, walk across the street, made me open the store to sell you two packs of cigarettes on credit?”  Pat also 
had unique buying habits for his Colonial Lee whiskey. It was illegal to sell whiskey, but Pat knew where the 
whiskey sellers lived and knew that what they were doing was illegal. 
 He would tell me to pull around to the back of this house and blow the horn.  The bootlegger  would 
come out and take his order. He always bought half-pint bottles. He might buy 8 or 10 bottles but they would 
always be half-pint. I have heard him say at 4 o’clock in the morning, “Well, Loney Dog, I’m going to go outside 
and shake hands with Colonel Lee.” He would then take a big drink and chase it with a swig off a Lucky Strike 
cigarette. 
Several good stories come from my days with Pat. Once we were fishing weed beds with his favorite lure, a 
Jack’s Dual Spinner. He had a fish hit his bait well back in the weed bed.  It was a good one and as Pat was 
trying to get the bass in so I could net him.  A problem arose when the bass went past the front of the boat with 
Pat in the back. I had the net in my hand and when the bass jumped, I lunged with the net where the bass had 
jumped and threw the bait out. I knew I had the bass in the net even though Pat was fussing because he thought 
he had lost the fish. Without raising the net I turned around and looked at Pat and smiled. Pat said, “Loney Dog, 
did you get that bass? If you did you’re the best little booger I know”. Once he saw the bass, he came to the front 
of the boat and hugged me. 
  Another interesting event involving Pat happened at Cane Creek. I fished alone on a Saturday and had 
great luck. I had 8 bass weighing a total of about 35 pounds. I had them in a cooler in front of the trailer, and 
around bedtime Pat comes in and you could easily tell he had been with Colonel Lee. When I showed him my 
cooler full of bass he got excited and said, “Loney Dog, tomorrow is my day. Today was your day. Tomorrow 
you’re going to take me fishing”.  I reminded him that I only had one half day because I was going to meet some 
Clarksville businessmen at Center Hill Lake Sunday afternoon. So Sunday morning, I took Pat fishing. I rowed 
the boat and he caught lots of bass. In fact, he had a matching catch of bass. When we quit fishing around noon, I 
loaded my boat, put my cooler of fish in the boat and took off to Cove Hollow Resort on Center Hill Lake. This 
resort was owned by my cousin, A J Hayes, Jr.  
 When I arrived at the ramp, my cousin came out to meet me and looked in the cooler and saw the fish. 
Without telling me what he was planning to do, he got a chain type stringer and put my fish on it. He then took 
them to the dock and put them in the water. Now realize that these fish were caught at Kentucky Lake about 100 
miles from Center Hill. As fishermen came to the dock Hayes would encourage them to look at these fish caught 
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at Cove Hollow. When he had shown them enough, he wanted to take my picture with the fish saying they were 
caught at Center Hill.  I refused to do this so he got someone else to pose for a picture. It was published the next 
week in the Nashville Tennessean. 
 I chose to reduce my fishing time with Pat. I always urged him to cut back on his drinking habit. It got 
worse. A little later, he did have a change in habits. Pat started going to church and married a nurse.  I was his 
best man. He became a family man and passed away a few years ago. He was a great and skilled fisherman. He 
was very helpful to others in teaching them what he knew about the sport. There were many “Little Boogers” 
around town. 

 
TELEVISION AND PUBLICITY 

 In the late 1950’s I accidentally met Bob Steber, the Outdoor Editor of the Nashville Tennessean. I was 
fishing alone in a weed bed in Richland Creek when Bob came up in another boat, introduced himself and started 
talking fishing. There were many outdoor enthusiasts that we both knew. 
  We talked more that night at his room at 
Trails End Resort and became good friends for 
many years. He eventually talked me into joining 
the OWAA – Outdoor Writers Association of 
America and the TOWA – Tennessee Outdoor 
Writers Assn. I fished with Bob several times and 
had many calls from him asking for fishing 
reports. Soon, my picture with fish caught started 
appearing in the Tennessean more often that I 
would have liked.  
 There were some boat dock operators who 
thrived on regional publicity, and they would 
report anything that was good for them. One such 
occasion involved our favorite bait at the time – 
Jack’s Dual Spinner. 
 A man from Columbus, Indiana, Jack 
Wendling, made this bait and found out from 
Steber that we were catching a lot of big bass on 
his bait. So, Jack came to Tennessee to check this 
out and I was invited to join Steber and him at 
Trails End Resort on Kentucky Lake. Pat Weakley 
was supposed to join us but didn’t show up for 
some reason. After a big breakfast prepared by 
Steber, we all went fishing. Just in case Pat 
would show up late I fished alone in an area of 
Richland Creek and close to Trails End. Bob and 
Jack fished in another boat and advised me that they would be in Harmon Creek in case Pat got there. As my luck 
would help me, I was fishing back in Richland Creek at a spot shown to me by Hank Webb. I caught a bass 
weighing 8 ¼ pounds – a beauty. I couldn’t wait…..I landed the bass and took off to find Bob and Jack in 
Harmon Creek to show them what I had done. Jack was thrilled and Bob took many pictures. Later that day we 
did a lot of talking and story-swapping, and Wendling and I became friends and remained in contact with each 
other until he sold his company to Crème Lure Co. 
 Thru Steber I met other fishing enthusiasts. Among them was Homer Circle. Homer was with Heddon 
Bait Co when I met him but also was gaining fame as an outdoor writer. They encouraged me to join a group of 
businessmen from all over the country who got together to fish every April. It was named the APES which I 
believe stood for April Piscatorial Enthusiasts Society.  These men, some doctors, some lawyers, some pilots 
were all interested in fishing, would have fun, tell stories and fish. I joined them on two occasions and enjoyed it 
very much. Later Homer offered me a job with Heddon but moving to Michigan was part of it and I declined. I 
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could not imagine enjoying the weather in cold Michigan. A result of my association with Steber and Bill Jay 
was that I became active in the Tennessee Outdoor Writers of 
Tennessee and served as President for two years. I also 
became a member of OWAA and remained a member for 35 
years. 
 I  met and fished with Bob Witt of the Nashville 
Banner, Bill Clay, a sporting goods store owner in Nashville, 
Larry Munson who was then with WSM TV and later a 
famous sports announcer for WSB in Atlanta. For many years 
Munson has been the play-by-play voice for University of 
Georgia sports.  Munson and Clay had the first outdoor 
television program seen in Nashville. It was a weekly show 
and each week they featured a film of a fishing experience. 
 I was involved in one of the filmed experiences.  I 
received a call from Munson wanting to come with Bill Clay 
to Cane Creek and fish with Pat Weakley and me. They were 
to meet us at my trailer a couple of hours before daylight to 
plan our fishing trip and our pursuit of a good filmed 
accounting of it. On the appointed morning, they arrived and 
while preparing for our fishing Munson discovered that his 
camera was not working properly. Tom Dolan, a WJZM 
friend of mine, offered to go back to town and get another 
camera and he would seek us out when he returned. At 
daylight we went fishing – Larry and Pat in one boat, and 
Clay and me in another boat. We had no camera but we 
caught many fish in our early morning trip. Clay and I caught 
a limit of bass at the mouth of Hurricane Creek and Pat and 
Munson had good luck around Cane Creek, and their catch 
included a 5 pound bass.  Good catches with no camera. 
Around 8 a.m. Tom arrived with another camera. We fished in the same vicinity so that we could use the camera 
for both boats. Our luck changed and we were not catching any fish. 
 Finally with only one hour left to fish, I suggested that we separate, just go fishing and forget the film. All 
agreed and Munson and Pat said they would go back to the place where they had caught some in the early 
morning. Within 10 minutes of when they left, I caught a bass that weighed 6 ½ pounds. Clay ordered me to put 
that bass away while it was lively and go to meet them because 
they had the camera. We did this – they rehooked the bass so it 
couldn’t get away – threw it back into the water and got their film 
made. The fish was still lively enough that it jumped out of the 
water one time. It turned out to be realistic looking even though 
the bass came from 2 miles down the lake. I was a guest on their 
show the night they showed the film. Someone called in with a 
comment. 
 They wanted to know why we looked so relaxed and 
seemed to show no concern for losing the fish. The answer to that 
could have been that we were not worried about the fish getting 
away.  I also fished with Bill Jay and Bill Clay when they were 
doing the Woods and Waters show on Channel 5. Jimmy Holt 
was also the host of a show on Channel 8 and we fished together a few times. 
One thing held true about fishing with a camera in the boat. It was for sure a deterrent to fishing success. The one 
writer that this did not fit was Gene Washer when he was outdoor editor of The Leaf-Chronicle. Gene and I 
would always catch fish and swap stories. We had much fun together. 

Bill Clay 
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  In the period 1955 thru 1965 there was a lot of publicity flowing my way even though I didn’t seek it. It 
started bothering me in certain ways. It affected me so much that I felt as though I had to catch good numbers of 
fish or I had failed. An example of this happened one year when our family went to Trails End in late June for a 
two weeks vacation. When we first arrived and unloaded the boat, Ann and I decided to go fishing. We had about 
two hours to fish. 
 When we left the dock, Ralph Crockett, the manager, asked us to catch some good fish because he needed 
a picture to send to the Nashville newspapers and television stations. Luckily, we caught 3 fish weighing about 5 
pounds each and, when he saw them, Ralph was pleased. Many times, though, I wasn’t so lucky and had a 
feeling of failure. I had forgotten to observe and enjoy the beautiful flow of nature that was all around me. Also 
many people would say that I was fishing all the time and wasn’t working. My customers would ask when was I 
going to take them fishing. I made a decision that I have been proud of. No more pictures. No more publicity. 
 Just go and enjoy fishing and the beauty of nature. I was still catching fish and this presented a problem 
sometimes. I got lucky and caught an 8 pound 12 ounce bass on Barkley Lake and when I returned to the marina 
the lady who operated the marina saw my catch. They asked me to let them take my picture with the fish and I 
refused. We finally settled the issue and we got another person to have their picture taken with my fish. Now, 
back to my fishing friends. 
 

MELVIN MAYNARD, SR. 
 Without question, Melvin was the most entertaining person I ever shared a boat with. He was not only a 
showman, but he was a very good fisherman. He was the best top water fisherman I have fished with. He could 
make a Creek Chub Darter almost talk to him. We fished many days at various lakes – Lake Seminole, Eufaula, 
New Johnsonville Pumping Station Lake, Florida lakes and, of course, Kentucky and Barkley lakes. Melvin 
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introduced me to some of these lakes. As an example, he told me that he had a secret lake that was full of good 
bass, but he wouldn’t tell 
me where it was. 
 He told me I would 
have to be blindfolded to 
be able to go there and that 
I could not tell anyone else 
about the lakes. When we 
arrived, he told me that this 
was a wildlife lake called 
the Pumping Station in the 
New Johnsonville area. We 
fished there many times 
and most always caught 
good fish. He especially 
enjoyed going to Lake 
Seminole in Bainbridge, 
Georgia. He took me there 
for the first time and I 
discovered why everyone 

liked him. 
 He was always putting on a show and had a lot of fun with the guides who worked for Jack Wingate, who 
was the owner of the resort where we stayed. His favorite was Speedy Crawford. Speedy liked to drink the 
whiskey that Melvin always had. Speedy was always bragging that he could smell where the fish were. Speedy 
would tell Melvin that he smelled some fish right over there where he would point. Melvin would then ask what 
kind of fish was over there that 
he smelled and Speedy would 
always answer bass or crappie or 
bream. 
 He told the guides that 
there wasn’t a fish in that lake 
that could break his line. He 
offered a “one hundred dollar 
bill without a wrinkle in it” to 
any guide who could put him on 
a bass that would break his line. 
I thought I had him one 
morning. We were fishing the 
trees that were in an area called 
Seeleys. I was in the front of the 
boat and running the trolling 
motor. 
 He was fishing with a 
crank bait called Arbogaster. 
Suddenly a fish hit his bait and 
immediately broke his line. I 
advised him that I was claiming the hundred dollar bill without a wrinkle in it. I reminded him that his offer said 
the prize would go to anyone who could put him on a bass that could break his line. I was running the boat – I 
was determining where we were fishing – so I PUT HIM ON the spot where the fish hit his bait and broke his 
line. All of the guides laughed about it and, in jest, insisted that Melvin pay up. I collected no money but we had 
much fun with it. 

Melvin and this Seminole guide smelling fish 

“Bream over there” 
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 A favorite story about Melvin at Seminole is that Melvin hired one of the guides to take him fishing. 
Before they left the marina the guide, in a desire to be helpful, asked Melvin if he had any yellow Bushwackers. 
“That’s what the bass are hitting, yellow Bushwackers, and if you don’t have any you had better get some 
before we go fishing”, he warned. Melvin told him that he didn’t have any that were yellow but that he had a 
black one and he would just use it, and he added that the guide could use the yellow one to show what he was 
talking about. They went fishing and Melvin had great luck catching bass on the black one while the guide had 
not caught anything on the yellow one. Melvin, in his showmanship manner, said to the guide, 
“well……..they’re hitting pretty good on this black Bushwacker. I only lack one having the limit, but before I 
get that last one, I’m going to give you this black Bushwacker”. He cut the bait off his line and handed it to the 
guide and told him to think about how he could have done if he had used a yellow one. 
  On another trip to Seminole, Melvin showed his true character. It was wet and cold, in the low 40’s and 
misting rain all day. I was running the motor which meant that when we were moving about I was facing the 
cold, wet air while Melvin was turning his back to the cold air with his hood pulled up. We fished this place, 
then, would run to another place, and we kept this up all day with Melvin telling me that each place was where 
he had caught a string of fish “as long as your arm” – or – where “ I caught a tow sack full”. We had not caught 
a single fish and you could tell the weather was not going to change. Around one o’clock in the afternoon, I 
finally told Melvin that I was cold and that I would suggest that we should quit. He quickly let me know that he 
didn’t come to Seminole to “go in”, he came here to fish. So the more we fished (without luck) the colder I got. 
Finally, I told him that I was finished – I would not fish anymore and that the reason that he was not as cold as I 
seemed to be was that I was running the motor and having to face that cold air while he was staying warm and 
cozy. So, we changed places for a very short time – he ran the motor. It wasn’t long before he said he would 
quit because he was too warm. With that he pulled the jacket zipper about half way down and took off for the 
marina. He was really putting on a show – he would throw some lake water on to his open chest and say he had 
to cool off.  That was the true Melvin, always a showman and at the same time a good fisherman. 
  On another trip to Seminole on a weekend day, we were in a canal system that was part of the lake. At 
the opening of the canal there were many people on the bank fishing and some good looking bushes down the 
middle of this opening. He asked me to stop the boat and he wanted to ask me a question. He asked, “If you 
owned a baseball team and you had a home run hitter in the lineup, had you rather him hit a home run when the 
stands are full of fans or when only a few fans are watching?” I was puzzled about his question and said that I 
didn’t know. He told me that his answer would be when the stands are full because the more people that watch 
the exciting event the more that will want to come back for the next game. He said, “Well, Charlie, I’m going to 
start hitting some home runs. Just look around and see all the people on the bank of this canal – the stands are 
full so watch me hit a home run with this Darter that I’m using.” So he started fishing these bushes with all the 
people on the bank watching. on his very first cast he caught a nice bass and as we proceeded down the row he 
caught more. He had to brag a little and said “See, Charlie, I told you so. These people will want to see this 
again. I hit a home run.” 
 There was one fishing trip to Florida where Melvin’s positive, authoritative approach didn’t work too 
well. In December we discussed going to Lake Cypress in South Central Florida. Melvin had heard of some 
good fishing success on this lake and he asked me to make reservations to stay at Cypress. Zoot Parker and Bill 
Baggett were included in our plans. I made reservations for a one week stay about 6 weeks in advance. As time 
drew near for us to go Melvin decided that we would leave a day early and then be ready to fish all day the day 
our reservations started. He reminded him that we would then need to get an additional night’s reservation for 
the extra night. 
 The accommodations at Cypress were full and Melvin said to forget and that he had always been able to 
find a room by “putting a little bread on someone.” Our trip started early on a morning and we arrived at Yahoo 
Junction in Florida and close to our final destination. It was late afternoon and we needed that room that Melvin 
was sure we could get. After getting turned down at two or three places, a Highway Patrol Officer told us that 
South Florida was sold out - no rooms available south of Orlando. Our bed for the short night was in a pickup 
truck in Vero Beach. I tried to sleep in the back of the truck with a tarp for cover. 
At daylight, we arrived at Cypress, unloaded our boats and went fishing. We agreed that we would meet at 10 
o’clock and check into our rooms. At ten we met and Melvin was unhappy. He did not like the looks of the lake 
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and suggested that we leave.  
 I reminded him that I had a one week reservation in my name. He told me to go tell the lady manager 
that we had an emergency arise and we needed to cancel. I refused. So Melvin said he would go talk to the lady. 
He came back saying that everything was handled, so we started loading our boats. We were about ready to 
leave and go to Lake Griffin when this lady manager came to us really mad. She asked, “Which one of you has 
a very sick child?” We left and went north to Lake Griffin just as a cold front was moving into Florida. The 
Melvin magic didn’t work this time. We stayed in Florida about four days, caught very few fish and were cold 
all of the time and returned home much earlier that expected. 
 Another Melvin story happened while we were fishing and staying at Southernaire Resort on Kentucky 
Lake. I was seated with Melvin and two others at a table in the dining room and seated close to us was a table 
for four people from Chicago who were staying at the Resort. There were lots of cats hanging around the 
grounds of the resort and Melvin kept remarking about how good those cats looked. He was talking loud 
enough that he could easily be heard by our neighbors from Chicago. Melvin identified one cat that he claimed 
was very smart. He said, “One of those cats was the smartest looking cat I have ever seen. 
 I believe I could get that cat to pick up a bottle of Coca Cola and set it on this table where we are 
sitting.” The Chicago folks were laughing at Melvin’s mission. Melvin bet $20 that he could direct this cat/coke 
bottle exercise. One of the Chicago men could stand it no longer and took Melvin’s bet. They went outside to 
catch one of the many cats, gave it to Melvin and he started trying to stroke this clawing and scratching cat. 
Melvin said for someone to go get a full bottle of Coke out of the machine- the bottle with a cap on it. 
 They placed the bottle on the floor by the table while Melvin continued to stroke this lively cat. Melvin 
then held the cat by the tail and held it head down over the coke bottle as the cat was clawing for anything solid. 
While being held over the coke bottle, its claws hung on to the rim of the coke cap and then was lifted, coke 
bottle and all, onto the table. The cat had caused the coke bottle to be picked up from the floor and placed on the 
table while everyone was having a big laugh. Melvin had won the bet but refused to take the $20 bill from the 
man from Chicago. 
  
 `My final Melvin story is not about fishing. It was initiated by our fishing relationship and is too good 
not to be remembered. While fishing one day I told Melvin that since he was the Buick/Pontiac dealer, I would 
try my best to trade cars with him when I was ready. 
 He simply said to come see him when I was ready and he would get me a good deal. I owned a Desota 
and it was a model from their last year of production. It came time when I was ready to trade and went to 
Melvin to get his “best” deal. He made me an offer to trade for a new Pontiac. 
 I pondered over the offer and was determined to get him to make the offer a little better. He refused, 
saying that his sons, who were also in the business, were laughing at him for making the deal as cheap as it was. 
He said, “I told the boys not to worry that I would finally find someone who didn’t know about the plight of 
Desoto and I will make $50 on this car trade. It will probably take 2 years to find that person, but I’ll make $50 
on the deal even it will take a couple of years.” So we traded and I picked up my new Pontiac on a Saturday 
morning and then went to play golf at Fort Campbell.  
 When I returned home in late afternoon, I had a call from someone I didn’t know, and when I returned 
his call he identified himself as the one who had purchased the Desota earlier that day and he wondered if I had 
an extra set of keys for it. I asked and he told me that he had bought the Desota around 11 AM that same 
Saturday. So, Melvin, saying that it would take a long time for him to make money on my car deal, hadn’t kept 
it too long. 
 I decided to have some fun. I called Melvin and told him that my conscience had been bothering me all 
day while playing golf. Especially since he would have to keep the Desota a long time before he could sell it for 
a profit. I told him my conscience was hurting because I hadn’t told him about the transmission in the Desota. I 
said, “Since you’re going to have to keep the car so long and since I didn’t tell you about the transmission I 
want to send you another $100. to help clear my conscience.” He said, “Send it on!” I said to him, “You rascal! 
You told me that you would have to keep the car two years and you sold it in two hours.” We got a big laugh 
out of it and continued to enjoy fishing together. 
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DONNY HASKINS 

 At one time, in my opinion, Donny was our area’s most productive bass fisherman. He and his father 
were fishing underwater ledges for crappie with good success. The plastic worm was relatively new and Donny 
reasoned that if crappie would concentrate on these ledges, why wouldn’t bass do the same. Putting this theory to 
test, he soon was catching big strings of big bass. He was running a barber shop on Madison Street, and when the 
fishing itch came to him, he locked the door and went 
fishing. He invited me to fish with him some, and I 
really enjoyed the experiences. Most of the time we 
would fish the Big Sandy area. I soon realized that he 
was an excellent fisherman. In fact, he was a good 
outdoorsman, seemingly being able to think like a fish, 
a duck, a deer, or whatever he was after. 
 Donny and I fished together some for three 
years. He always seemed to be “on the fish”. He had a 
big bush in Sulphur Creek that he could always count 
on for a bass up to 6 pounds. I’ll never forget how he 
was involved in my super good day of fishing on 
Kentucky Lake. I tried to get him to go fishing on this 
spring day, and he refused because he was going to 
Arkansas to pick up a new Aluma Craft boat. He was to 
leave at 5 PM.  I went alone and put my boat in at 
Danville Landing. 
 I had one of my best days catching bass in Bass 
Bay. It was on that day that I caught my largest 
Kentucky Lake bass that weighed 9¼ pounds. I had a 10 bass limit that day and on the last cast of the day I 
caught a bass that weighed 4 pounds. I quit fishing early for a reason. I wanted to get back to Clarksville to show 
Donny the fish before he left at 5 PM. I got to his house as he was loading up to leave. He was surprised and 
happy for my good luck. 
 For a few years we fished in Florida and I saw this skill in action. We fished a small lake named Lake 
Dora in Tavares. We had great luck most of the time. We fished big areas of brown grass. There would be small 
openings in this grass and in so many of them there would be bass there. We would cast a plastic worm but 
needed a heavy weight to get the worm thru the heavy grass. Donny reasoned that it would seem to be better if 
you had a long pole with a worm on a short line at the end of the pole. You, then, could just dip the worm into 
these openings instead of having to make such a splash casting a heavy weight into it. He bought a couple of very 
long bamboo poles and some 40 pound test line for later use. 
 On our last day to fish Dora on a particular trip, I left to buy some oranges and came back to the landing 
where I was to meet Donny. In a few minutes he came to the land and was in a daze. He had rigged up one of 
these poles and had been “dipping”. He had caught several big bass and said he had lost others due to the use of a 
long pole with a short 7 foot line on it. So, on future trips to this and other lakes we would dip the worms in the 
bulrushes and catch big bass. Lews started producing a Hawger Stick. This fiberglass pole was long, stiff, and 
ideal for dipping. This worked well. On one trip to the lake with my wife, Ann, she caught her largest- ever bass 
that weighed 8 ½ pounds at Lake Dora dipping a plastic worm. 
We liked Lake Dora so much we wondered if there was a place we could leave Donny’s boat for repeated trips to 
that lake. We met a most interesting man, Lansing Taylor, who lived next to the lake.  We talked to him and he 
offered for us to leave the boat in his yard. This worked out well except on one occasion. Ann and I went to 
Florida and picked up Donny’s boat to use on Lake Dora and a few other lakes in that area. 
 We were staying in Leesburg at a Holiday Inn, and on one eventful morning we took the boat to Lake 
Dora, went to a launching ramp and went about 7 miles down the lake to fish a “hot spot”. We stopped in an area 
of growth called “cat tails”. After stopping I went to the front of the boat and we started to fish. Ann, in the rear 
of the inboard-type boat, noticed some water coming into the floor of her section of the boat. I realized that the 
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drain plug in the rear of the boat was our problem. 
 I jumped into the 4 foot-deep water and tried to reset the drain plug to correct the problem. I couldn’t 
find the right spot and soon had to give up and watch the rear of the boat sink. We waded to land which was 40 
feet from where the boat was. Soon, some other fishermen 
came by and notified the local rescue squad and, in time, they 
came and, with a pump, removed enough water to have the 
boat floating again. We took it to the dealer, they dried 
everything out and within two days we were fishing again. I 
hated to do it, but I called Donny to report our dilemma. He 
was great about the situation and told me not to worry about 
what had happened. 
 On another trip to Lake Dora, we had good luck. On 
this trip I observed his degree of concentration when fishing. 
He sometimes seemed to be in another world. For the first 3 
days of fishing he was in the front of the boat running the 
trolling motor. We were casting at individual bushes. Donny 
caught a bass that weighed over 10 pounds. We were both 
really excited about his fish. 
 I was having problems reaching the places we 
intended to fish because Donny would steer the boat so that it 
would be pointed straight toward the place we wanted to cast 
at. Because he was in the front of a 22 foot boat he was closer 
to the target than I would be. So, these conditions would 
make it almost impossible for me in the back of the boat to 
see and reach the target. I would usually have to fish any 
place that was left behind. I kept telling him to approach the 
area we wanted to fish with the boat in a position that would 
let us both get a cast to the target area. 
 He would say OK but would keep doing the same 
thing over again. Finally, after three days of this, I suggested 
that when we fished the next day that he let me run the boat 
from the front with him in the back. We did this and gradually he would move up more and more toward the 
front of the boat to make his casts. Finally, he was on the front platform with me. I asked him why he came to 
the front of the boat and his answer was, “Hell, Charlie, I had to come to the front of the boat to make a cast.” I 
told him that this problem is what I have had for the last few days. I then told him I would show him how to 
make it easy for both of us to fish. 
 I then approached the desired targets with the boat sideways to it and then we both could make casts. He 
seemed to understand what I meant. The next day he wanted to again get back up front. He started out doing it 
my way, but as soon as we found a place where they were hitting, he seemed to forget all about my way. Now 
Donnie is not a selfish fisherman – he just gets carried away and completely focuses on catching the fish. I feel 
that he gets so wrapped up in his mission that he forgets there’s anyone with him. That is one reason that I have 
felt for many years that is an outstanding fisherman. 
 One time when he made a fishing mistake was on a cold day when we decided to go fishing at 
Cunningham Lake in the Woodlawn area. We had heard that fishing for large bass had been good. At that time I 
owned a lot on the lake so I knew that we could fish there. We unloaded our boat and small outboard motor into 
the lake in the dam/roadway area and started fishing there at the dam and continued down the east bank. We 
were using crank baits and had great success. 
 By the time we had fished about 200 yards down that bank, we had caught around 8 bass with one over 
6 pounds. I had a problem. My hands were very cold to the extent they were getting numb and hurting. I 
suggested to Donny that he take me to the car and let me “thaw out”. After a lot of kidding he agreed and he 
motored me to the area of the car. While I was warming up, he continued to fish, and I told him I would blow 
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the horn when I was ready to rejoin him. Our fish were on 
a rope stringer and tied to the side of the boat. After 30 
minutes I blew the horn and was ready to go fishing again. 
I soon heard the motor start and here came Donny as 
expected. 
 What wasn’t expected was that he stopped about 
one-half way back and I couldn’t imagine what he was 
doing. When he arrived at the dam he shook his head and 
said that I was probably going to be mad because he had 
lost all of our fish. The rope stringer had broken and all of 
the fish got away. With them hooked on a piece of rope it 
was imagined that they might be trying to get off the string 
and we might be able to spot them. No such luck. They 
couldn’t be found and we were sick. Donny admitted that 
he started the motor when he started to come get me he 
had forgotten to put the string of fish into the boat. 
 We fished Lake Toho in the town of Kissimmee a 
few times and on this lake he witnessed a huge bass 
caught by someone in his boat. For a few years, Ann and I 
had fished this lake and were always helped by a local 
resident, Larry Switzer. A Clarksville friend, Charlie 
Bumpas, had introduced me to Larry and we found him to 
know the lake quite well. He could most always tell us the 
best places and manner to fish for bass. 
 Every few years they would cause the water level 
to fall drastically. This would most always be a boost to 
fishing. I introduced Donny to Larry and we fished with 
him one day when the lake was quite low. We were 
using live shiners and we had great luck. Not long after 
this trip Donnie went back to fish with Larry who was now doing a little bit of guide work. Ralph Payne, who 
worked with Donny, went with them. They, too, were using shiners and Larry caught a bass weighing almost 14 
pounds. That was the biggest fish he had ever caught. While fishing with me a year earlier he had caught an 11¾ 
pound bass on a plastic worm, That same year, while fishing with Larry, I had caught my biggest bass ever that 
weighed just one ounce less than his catch. 
 My final Haskins story occurred during a trip to Toho . Dick Littleton was also on this trip. This also 
occurred when the lake was very low and the fishing was outstanding. We were catching lots of bass and big 
crappie. After several days of this, we decided it was time to go home. Donny needed to be at work the next 
morning. 
 We were using Donny’s car when we stopped at a restaurant to eat before we got ready for an all- night 
ride. While in the restaurant, we had some bad luck – someone had messed up our car – they had cut many wires 
in the dashboard area of the car. By the time we had that fixed we sped off headed for Tennessee. About one half 
way home we were very tired. We had fished all day, starting at daylight. All had driven some. Donnie said, “I’m 
destroyed and can’t drive but I’ve got to be at work by 9 o’clock”. 
 Dick was half asleep  in the back seat and said he had driven all he could. That left me and I was very 
tired and sleepy. I suggested that we find a roadside location and take a short nap but Donnie kept reminding us 
that he HAD to be at work by 9. We actually fussed at each other. My idea finally won out and we took a short 
nap. Finally, in disgust, Donny took the duty and drove all the way home. WE HAD FUN. 
 

JIM NICHOLS / PHIL ELLIOTT 
 I’ve put these two fishermen together because we fished together a lot. Phil owned and operated an 
appliance service and sales business, and Nick was the manager of Sterchis Furniture store. They were both 
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customers of my radio station. Phil was a very orderly business man. He was well known as a good crappie 
fisherman and also liked to fish for bass with us. Nick was from the old school of bass fishing. He used a short 
limber rod and would do well most every time. Phil, for many years, had a cabin on Ginger Creek. It was a fun 
place with two small bedrooms, each 
with 2 sets of stacked army beds and a 
kitchen/living room/dining area. 
 They really played a good trick 
on me. Phil and Nick were fishing 
together and Jack Frost and I were 
together. Jack and I fished till dark. We 
had 6 or 7 nice bass and when we got to 
the cabin we saw a stringer of 4 bass. I 
told Jack that we did OK. After a little 
kidding and joking, it was time to 
prepare dinner. Phil said he would cook, 
Nick said that he would  wash all dishes 
and they asked if I would do my usual – 
clean the fish and I agreed. I should have 
known something was wrong when he 
asked, “Are you sure you will clean the 
fish?”  
 They went to the other side of the 
cabin and came away holding a beautiful 
string of large bass. They kidded me 
some more. Then, they went back and 
came out with a tow sack completely 
filled with fish. They dumped out 60 
stripes, 2 squirrels. a rabbit and a crow. It 
was a horrible sight with all those slime-
coated  fish and animals in a big stack. 
We had some good fishing trips at the 
Ginger Creek cabin. Phil had another 
type of event. One of his friends wanted 
to use the cabin for a week end. His family included his very attractive wife.  The friend reminded Phil that 
they would also welcome him to join them. Phil decided he would take them up on their second day there. 
When Phil got to the cabin there was nobody there, so he decided he would do what he often did – he would take 
a nap. He went to one of the small bedrooms and fell asleep. He was awakened by a noise and it was the 
attractive lady taking off her swim suit in the living room. Phil said he didn’t  know what to do…..say something 
or continue to seem asleep. When asked what his decision was he would report that he was very still and very 
quiet. 
 Phil was an unusual man who was very organized, always writing himself a note to remember to do 
something. This trait to be organized led him to go into much detail in telling someone to do something or to 
inform anyone about  some subject. One day when we were fishing at Ginger Creek for an afternoon, we had 
trouble with the battery on the boat. We had to quit fishing and after we loaded up and started home, I asked him 
a question about how a battery worked. It would normally take just over one hour to get from Ginger Creek to 
Clarksville. Phil started his answer to my question about a battery just as we were leaving Ginger and when we 
got to New Providence, he still had not finished his answer even though he was doing the talking all of the time 
we were in the car. 
 Phil was very upset when they took his property for the LBL development. He was sure that he wanted 
another lake house and he began looking. It was a stroke of luck when I happened to mention Phil’s problem to 
my boss who lived in Nashville. He had a friend in Nashville who owned an all-concrete house in the White Oak 
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Creek area. The friend had passed away and his widow was wanting to sell all lake holdings. It turned out that 
Phil liked the location and the property which included a boat house with a large boat. 
He had the place furnished just like he wanted. I’ll always remember his pictures on the walls. He  had several 
scenic pictures framed and when it was just the guys using the cabin, he would flip the picture frame over and it 
would show a “scenic” Playboy centerfold. 
 Nick was a different kind of person. He was a solid do-it-yourself, hard working person. He came to 
Clarksville in 1956 and arranged to keep his wooden boat and trailer in my garage. It was a special type of 
fishing boat. Electric trolling motors had not become a popular item yet and Nick was great at sculling the boat 
with a long paddle that was hanging out the stern of the boat. I never did learn how to do this and he always 
kidded me about that. 
 There was one trait that was, to me, unique. He would not tell the truth about where and on what he 
caught fish. I remember  two examples and I’m sure there were many more. The Nichols family and my family 
would spend two weeks at Richland Creek. My family would be at Trails End Resort. Most mornings Nick and 
I would fish together, and , in the afternoons, we would fish with our family members. On one of these 
afternoon periods Nick fished with his son. About dark I heard from the boat dock operator that Nick and son 
had caught a limit of bass that afternoon. So I went to Nick and he told me where in Harmon Creel they found 
the hot spot. It was a shallow water area with lots of weeds and willows and a place that I had never fished. 
The next morning, Nick couldn’t fish, so I went to try this place and had great success. I was very pleased that 
he had revealed his place to me. He would normally just tell you something vague and untrue. This turned out to 
be a great place to fish for many years. Finally the Game and Fish people bulldozed the area and it was ruined. 
After we could no longer fish this place Nick finally told me the truth – He said he just made up a story about 
this place and that he, too, had never fished there until his story was revealed. Nick was an honest and good 
man. He just grew up with the thought  that you don’t reveal your fishing secrets. 
 One other time when this trait was evident. Nick, again, fished in Ginger Creek and was staying at the 
Elliott cabin. He and one of his Sterchi’s salesman caught a great string of bass, and  when he returned to town 
and brought his boat to my garage, he wanted me to make some pictures for him to have. Of course, I asked him 
where he caught his fish and his answer was, “Now don’t tell Phil, but I caught most of them on the logs along 
the banks of Ginger Creek. I told  Phil something else when he asked me the same thing” I took the pictures and 
saved one of them to send to Steber at THE TENNESSEAN and to Washer at the LEAF CHRONICLE.  In a 
few days the pictures appeared in the newspapers with a simple cut line. “Pictured above is Jim Nichols of 
Clarksville with 8 bass caught at Kentucky Lake. The largest bass weighed 8 ½ pounds”. 
 Within a few days I was talking to Phil and he revealed to me that Nick had told him where he caught 
the fish and asked him not to tell me. He added, “He told me he caught most of the on the row of stumps at the 
mouth of Ginger Creek and asked me not to tell Charlie.” It was later learned that he had told Isaac Buck,  when 
they went fishing later, another place where he caught the fish – in the stick-ups across from the mouth of Clay 
Creek. So Phil decided that we should put Nick on the spot and let him know of his mixed stories. I get on an 
extension phone and Phil calls Nick and reveals to him that he had learned from me a different story that what 
he had been told. 
 With me listening, I heard him say to Phil, “Now, Phil, I told you the truth, and I also told you that I had 
told Charlie that they came from a different location. But, I told you the truth.” I could stand it no longer and I 
revealed that I had heard the entire conversation. All he could say to Phil and me was “You caught me.” 
 Later Nick built a cabin on Barkley Lake in Bellwood Creek and he used many of the supplies that came 
from the Elliott Building on Ginger Creek. Both Nick and Phil have passed away but in their days on the lakes, 
they caught many bass and crappie using their own time tested methods that may seem strange today. 
 

DAVID KING 
 David and I are good friends and love  fishing. I have learned that he is a talented and intelligent man. 
He is an outstanding outdoorsman. His wife, Connie, whom I have grown to love, enjoys hunting and fishing 
about as much as David does. Our knowledge of one another’s existence happened  thru mutual friends – other 
fishermen and fishing tackle salesmen brought us together. We both had reasons to do business with them. 
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 A strange thing happened on our first fishing trip together. We were fishing in his boat in Eagle Creek 
and were going after bass in spring while they were active in shallow weeds and bushes. We were having success 
using top water baits and noise-making buzz baits. On at least two occasions David, with his keen observation 
skills, told me in advance that I was about to get a strike in the weed bed I was fishing. He was right both times 
and I was amazed. 
 He consistently has that skill to think what the fish 
or game is doing which allows him to anticipate where 
they’ll be and what they are planning to do. We have 
fished together on our local lakes, in the Florida 
Everglades, in Louisiana and other distant locations. Some 
of the more memorable trips we took were in the lower 
part of the Florida peninsula – the Everglades National 
Park area. David had found a new “hot spot”, Rookery 
Bay, where the salt water and freshwater meet. We were 
staying in cabins at the Park. Rookery Bay was 45 miles 
by water from where we were staying. David had a big 
boat that would ride several people. We positioned it about 
7 miles from Rookery Bay to use as “headquarters” where 
we would try to sleep and assemble. We had other friends 
fishing and a total of 5 other boats. 
 One of these was my little 14 foot boat and I made 
the 45 mile trip with just one extra  tank (6 gal) of gas.  
Please understand that we were in a very remote area with 
no land showing – just mangroves and other growth from 
the water. It is unwise to take just one boat into this area 
because you might develop motor trouble and need a 
way out. It was most unusual to see another boat or fisherman in this area at that time. Rookery Bay looked more 
like a creek and is surrounded by mangroves and had a very narrow opening to go through to get into the bay. 
There were lots of alligators and crocodiles around the boat while we fished. 
 This area had been off limits to the public – in fact, it was chained off and they were removing the chain 
when we arrived.  That made us the first fishermen to fish there in many years.  We caught  both bass and 
saltwater fish in the same area. We were casting plastic worms into the mangrove growth and catching many 
bass. On one occasion, David’s freshwater rod and reel were put to the supreme test – a big tarpon had hit 
David’s worm and jumped and completely cleared the water. 
 We guessed that it was 150 pounds. Of course, it broke David’s line but it left us with a great vision to 
remember. David was “eaten up” with a desire to hook some big fish such as sharks, grouper etc. One day we 
were in three boats for 5 people. David wanted to fish live bait trying to hook a big shark or big anything. We 
were at a spot that looked good – it was at a junction where two bodies of water would meet. On this overcast 
day, he was hoping to use live bass we had caught as bait but we didn’t have any the size that he preferred. 
He suggested that I take one of the boats and go up the bay and catch some more bass hoping to get some the size 
that he desired. I went up the bay - was gone less than one hour and returned with a big catch of bass weighing to 
6 pounds. It seemed that every spot had bass there. David and the group were not surprised at the quick, good 
action I had enjoyed. 
 On another trip to the Whitewater Bay area, we fished the Shark River for tarpon with the intent to stay 
overnight in our boats in that area. This would enable us to fish several tide changes when fishing is best. As an 
example, during one falling tide period we had 5 people fishing in two boats and we had 26 jumping tarpon 
hooked in a period of 45 minutes. There are three problems staying in the Everglades area at night; huge 
mosquitoes, huge horse flies, and bothersome raccoons. If the tarpon are hitting good you don’t notice the 
mosquitoes much. 
 For one of our overnight periods, we decided to go out in the Gulf to get some sleep without having the 
mosquitoes to deal with. We went about 4 miles out to find this mosquito-free environment. We anchored there 
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and tried to sleep. My bed was on the top of a big cooler with some boat cushions. It felt so good that I removed 
my shirt to enjoy the cool westerly breeze. During the night I slept some but woke up to find that the wind had 
changed to the East and I had mosquito bites all over my upper torso. The raccoons were something else. They 
were brave, aggressive and plentiful. One funny thing happened to 
our friend, Julian Williams. 
 He was traveling in a truck and overnight it was parked by 
our cabin. When he awoke one morning he went outside to check 
everything. He found turmoil. He had a big cooler in the bed of his 
truck and it had some bait material – dead fish, fish heads, bait, etc 
in the cooler and also some bait in the live well on his attached boat. 
The coons had left a big mess – they had broken in the live well and 
had destroyed one half of the cooler. After looking a little closer 
into the live well with water in it, he discovered that his expensive 
Nikon camera was lying lens up in the water. Julian was furious. 
 On another trip to the Everglades area,  we stayed on the northern 
end in Goodland. We decided to try  fishing again in Shark River. 
Our big problem would be to find a way to take enough gasoline 
with us to make it there and back. The trip involved many, many 
miles of boat travel. We filled everything we could find with gas 
including a big metal drum. 
 This was seemingly very dangerous, but we did it. Once we 
got to the Shark River destination, we could do very little fishing 
because of our fear of running out of gas on our return trip. It turned 
out that we didn’t quite make it back without  having to call by 
radio for someone to bring us some additional gas. While fishing 
out of Goodland, we went, in two boats, grouper fishing about 60 miles out in the Gulf. I was in a boat with 
David when one of us hooked a shark. The shark was about 5 to 6 feet long and was putting up a big fight while 
hooked. I couldn’t believe it, but David got his pistol and shot the shark in its head area, but he kept fighting. 
David shot him again. This time he slowed down somewhat, After a third round from the pistol the shark was 
brought aboard our boat. He was still a wild and bloody fish. 
  On another fishing trip to the other coast, we stayed in Homestead, with a plan to fish Biscayne Bay and 
Angel Pass at Key Largo,  and that was a real adventure. It seemed unusual in that we stayed in a motel with a 
big fence around the property.  We had been warned to be cautious .of having equipment stolen. This was during 
the time when the refugees from Haiti were crowding the area. We tried to be careful, however, one incident 
made me realize how much the warning was justified. I was in my truck with a locked camper shell on it. 
 It was loaded with fishing equipment and supplies. I also had a 22 rifle with me in the camper shell area. I 
stopped at a quick shop place to get a bag of ice. I was away from my truck about 3 minutes, and when I got near 
my truck I noticed that the door to my camper shell was open and I knew someone had broken in to it. I found a 
young Haitian with my rifle kneeling down beside my truck. I shouted at him and he dropped the rifle and ran 
away. While in the Homestead area we joined a friend of David, who had a small house in Homestead and who 
regularly fished the area. 
 We went to his house one day for lunch and noticed that across the street was an attractive small, Florida-
looking home with a for sale sign in the yard. The house was in good shape with palm trees and fruit trees in the 
yard. We immediately thought that it would be nice to buy this place so we asked how much they wanted for it. 
We were shocked when David’s friend said $35,000 and then let us know that his house was also for sale. It was 
most unusual to find an attractive house in South Florida priced at such a small price, but when we saw the 
problems of living in that area we understood. 
 Fishing with David and his friends at distant places was always fun and exciting. We had some good 
success fishing some of the time but we seemed to often be plagued with problems to solve. We seemed to have 
many motor problems, like one time the motor wasn’t running dependably and our problem that the jets that fed 
gas to the engine were clogged with dead mosquitoes. David and Connie were great and very kind to me. David 
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was often kidding me about having an adverse affect on their husband/wife relationships. Much of the time we 
would share a room to save money. They are super friends and I continue to greatly enjoy this friendship. 

 
BOB REAGAN IN LOUISIANA 

 A few years ago I met a most interesting fisherman, Bob Reagan. At the time I met him he was a fishing 
tackle representative and was friends with some of my friends. Bob has one regular subject he enjoys talking 
about- fishing in South Louisiana for redfish, trout and other saltwater species. During the times he talked to me, 
he would urge me to go fishing with him sometime. 
 I finally agreed and I am forever grateful to Bob because the fishing was nothing short of fabulous. I’ve 
been there with him several times and have always come back with great memories of great fishing. Bob 
genuinely loves the Cajuns and their style of life. We always stayed in Golden Meadow which is about 1 ½ hour 
drive south of New Orleans. We always stayed at  a small motel operated by the Teriot family. It was an ideal 
location for fishermen with fish cleaning accommodations on the property. 
 Bob is well known in that area and 
is respected as a very good fisherman and 
that he is. He knows the territory very well 
and that is important. In the past, the oil 
companies actively operated in this area 
with much heavy equipment in the water 
areas. There are many canals, ditches, 
turns and open territory to know and Bob 
knows them well. I would stay lost if I 
didn’t have him or someone to show me 
the way. Most of the area is shallow water 
marshlands with huge ever-changing areas 
of marsh grass. Most of the time we fished 
in water that was very shallow. You have 
to make long casts to reach the edge of the 
marsh grass where the fish seem to be. We 
would use a rig that included a top water 
lure with a hook on a one foot leader tied 
to the lure. On the hook we would put a 
large Tockaho minnow. 
 When a big redfish would hit the 
rig and the top water bait would disappear and the battle would be on. The other side of the fishing picture in this 
area would be fishing for trout. In this category, we would look for feeding action in open water. This was often 
signaled by the water birds actively working on minnow concentrations. On trout we would mostly use top water 
or shallow running lures. I’ll always remember a day on the water with Bob and my friend, Bud Chamberlain. 
 The water was unusually calm so that you could see the fish moving about more easily. It was something 
to see a big red move and you would cast to the area of the movement. When the redfish would hit the minnow a 
big fast run would be expected. A thirty inch long red can put up a big fight. 
  I will always be grateful to Bob for introducing me to this great fishing. He would allow me to fly in to 
New Orleans where he would pick me up and would let me use his tackle. Mostly I could take advantage of his 
expertise in Louisiana fishing. 
 

GENE WASHER 
 The story of my fishing fun would not be complete without mentioning the good times  I have had fishing 
with him. Gene is now the Publisher of  The Leaf-Chronicle in Clarksville, Tenn.. I liked him even better when 
he was Mr. Wisher, the sports writer. 
 Gene has always wanted to do everything better that those around him and fishing was one of those areas. 
Gene and I started fishing together at a time when top water baits were best for catching bass. Our favorite top 
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water bait was the Bomber Stick and we had 
many fun days seeing who could get their bait 
to the bush first. 
 Being an outdoor writer, Gene had 
some perks that naturally flowed his way and 
one of those provided us with two weeks of 
fishing fun. He was given  the use of a nice 
large motor home and we put it to good use as 
a traveling fishing home. The fish were in the 
weeds and bushes at this particular time and 
they were banging the little Bomber Stick. We 
decided that we would take the motor home 
and a boat to Leatherwood Creek on Kentucky 
Lake, enjoy a morning and afternoon of 
fishing and travel back and forth to work in 
Clarksville. 
 He left the boat at the dock where it 
would be ready for our use. We really had 
good fishing results catching bass every time 
we tried. A typical day during this period 
would be to get up at daylight, fish for 2 to 3 
hours, rush back to the motor home, take off 
for Clarksville with me driving the motor 
home while Gene would take a bath , shave 
and get ready for work. Then in the mid-
afternoon we would go back to Leatherwood , 
fish till dark, come in and cook a steak, go to 
bed and start all over again. 
 At the end of this two week period we 
were two tired and worn out fishermen. One thing I don’t remember is when we took the time to filet the fish we 
caught. Gene has been a great friend of mine for these many years and fishing fun has been a part of it. 
Who caught the most fish ? Well…sometimes he got lucky and beat me. He was and still is a big competitor. 

 
THE GREENHEAD CLUB 

 One reason I have enjoyed fishing is due to my being a part of  Greenhead Club. I joined in 1967 when 
Barkley Lake was first impounded. A group of businessmen who enjoyed duck hunting and fishing formed the 
club and leased a farmhouse in the Saline Creek area.  After 5 years we bought a house in Loon Bay and I have 
used the facility regularly. 
 We have had many members through the years. We now have 15 members and 15 beds in the house. It is 
most convenient to stay at the house and fish for two or three days. 
In addition to having a home to use that is located on the water, you have the convenience of being less than one 
hour from Clarksville. Added to the convenience of the clubhouse, is that I leave my boat and tackle at Bumpus 
Mills Marina. This makes it easy for me to fish for a day or two without having to haul a lot of equipment 
around. Since becoming a member of  Greenhead, I have fished alone most of the time. I have found that I can 
fish more productively and effectively by fishing alone. Now that I have reached a “mature” stage in life, I 
realize that this may need to change. 
  I enjoy many things that exist at Greenhead especially the large water birds and ducks. We had  several 
ducks that would hang around and enjoy being fed corn. They would come to the call, “diddle, diddle”. I would 
carry cracked corn in the boat and call them and they would quickly respond and enjoy corn from a bowl.  They 
didn’t fly and there  was a white duck  among them. 
 Two interesting things happened with the pet ducks. The lake was frozen over one year and it stayed in 
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this condition for 3 weeks. The ice was about 6 inches thick and the ducks became stranded on the frozen lake. 
Their bodies were flat on the ice and when they would try to get up, their feet would just slip to the side and 
they had to continue being on the ice. I got worried about them after a few days. I took some straw and would 
spread it out near where they were lying. I also tried to throw some corn near them to try to feed them. Finally 
when the ice melted a little, I was able to break the ice and enable the ducks to get  into water where they could 
swim. 
 The other happening involved one of my friends and member, Levi Simpson. During one duck season 
when  it was legal to hunt them, several of our members were staying at the Greenhead house. Neither Levi or I 
cared to go hunting and slept a little longer on one particular morning. When Levi got up and had some 
breakfast, I told him that I knew where some ducks were hanging out in the creek area. I asked him if he wanted 
to go by boat to the mouth of Saline where I had last seen them. I then bet him $20 that within 30 minutes I 
could call up some ducks, including mallards, to within shooting range. 
He took me up, so, he got his gun and we headed out from the marina. Within two minutes I was out from the 
big cove near the mouth of Saline. I stopped the boat and we drifted. I asked Levi to keep his eyes toward the 
river point of Saline which was the opposite direction from where the ducks would be. I started calling, “diddle 
diddle,  diddle diddle.” 
 I told him that this was a different type of call. With gun in his hand and ready, I noticed that the ducks 
were swimming rapidly toward the boat. I kept calling them. When they got about 50 yards away I told Levi to 
look the other way because they were coming toward the boat. When he saw these pet ducks, mostly mallards 
with the big white duck out  front, he knew that this wasn’t the real thing and he got a big laugh out of it and I 
got a cussing. He refused to pay off the bet. I reminded him that I took him to a spot less than 10 minutes away, 
I called up some ducks, some of them were mallards, and I got them within shooting range. When all the real  
hunters came in for lunch we all had a big fun time kidding Levi about  his duck hunting. 
 

MY BOATS AND MOTORS 
 As reported earlier, I started out with a rubber life raft. The next boat I used  regularly was the Crestliner 
furnished by Lynn Norfleet. I then bought the 7½  hp Mercury that was used. I finally went to a 20 hp Mercury 
motor on a new model F Aluma Craft. My son, Tom, built a custom fit floor for the boat and he did an 
outstanding job. It fit  like a glove. About this same time Terrace Williams said he would try to get me a deal to 
get a new Mercury motor each year. 
 He did just that and through this effort I established a relationship with Chic Morris, Mercury regional 
manager. They simply would furnish me a new motor each year. At the end of the year, I would turn the motor 
in and they would furnish me a new model. It worked this way for a few years and was changed to a deal where 
I would buy the motor with a discount involved. The dealer assured me that he  would sell my used motor each 
year for an amount that would cause me to come out with no new money involved. This type of deal continued 
until 1990. 
  So, this meant that I had a new Mercury motor to use each year for a period of nearly 30 years. This 
connection was most helpful one year when  Ann and I were fishing in Kissimmee, Florida. We were staying at 
a motel with the boat with motor parked within 12 feet of the front door of our room. When I woke up early one 
morning to get ready to go fishing I went out to check my boat to find that the motor had been stolen. Someone 
had left me in a pickle. I got on the phone and reported my stolen motor to the local police and to my insurance 
company. 
  I then called the Mercury regional warehouse in nearby Orlando, and with my connection with Chic 
Morris, I had a new motor installed on my boat by 11 AM and we were fishing by 1 o’clock that afternoon. I 
have  also had two other Mercury 25 HP motors stolen from my boat. The last one happened three years ago 
when someone cut the lock on my motor, and somehow got the motor off the transom and out of ice that was 
about 6 inches thick. 
 The story of the boat I have used for the past many years is a good one. As already reported, I was using 
a 14 ft Aluma Craft model F with a custom floor. Melvin Maynard called me one day and asked me to stop by 
his house. I did and in his garage was a new looking Aluma Craft FD boat that had just been cleaned. It looked 
new. With his boat were three new boat seats, a 20 HP Evinrude  motor, and a refurbished Tee Nee trailer. It 
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really looked great. I asked Melvin  where he found such a jewel and he told me a farmer had it parked for 
several years in a barn. Melvin had a history of not keeping a boat too long, so I told him that if he ever wanted 
to sell this one I would like to have an option to buy it. 
 He said he had not used his new rig yet but agreed that if he ever considered selling it he would contact 
me. Ms. Maynard was a witness to our conversation.  That same night, he called me at home and said the rig 
was mine to buy NOW. I told him he couldn’t be serious because he had done all the work on the rig and had 
not used it yet. He repeated that he was going to sell it. I told him that my family would be at the lake over the 
weekend and that I would contact him when I returned on Sunday. I also urged him to reconsider and not sell 
the boat without using it some. We agreed. When I returned home on Sunday I got a call from Ms. Maynard 
saying that they had talked it over and that they would NOT sell the boat at this time. I agreed that this was a 
good decision. 
  The next morning (Monday) I had a surprise – the boat was parked in the middle of my front yard. I 
couldn’t believe what I had seen but I soon found out that he was ready to sell the rig to me. When I arrived at 
the radio station he was seated in my office with a list of everything he had paid for in buying and fixing up the 
rig. He even had listed the cost of the gas he had put in to the tank. I could tell he was serious so I gave him a 
check and the boat, motor, trailer and rigging belonged to me. I still have the list and it included other unusual 
items – rope, bearing grease, clamps in addition to the main items – the boat, motor and trailer. The amount 
added up to $1759.97. 
 I did not want the Evinrude motor with my deal with Mercury. I was very lucky because the custom 
built floor my Tom had made fit perfectly in the new boat. I sold my old rig with the Evinrude on it. This was a 
good event in my fishing career. I continue to use this Melvin Maynard rig and I love it. People wonder why I 
don’t get me a larger more modern boat. I like this one and can get into areas of shallow water that others can’t. 
Recently I called Aluma Craft and gave them the identification number off the boat.  They informed me 
that it was one made during their first year to make the model FD – 1955. It is still in great shape. 
 

ANN MALONE 
 When I started bass fishing my wife, Ann, wasn’t much interested in sharing my enjoyment. After a few 
years she was introduced to fishing with a spinning outfit, and she became quite accurate with her casts. She 
was soon catching bass and we enjoyed many fishing  trips. As mentioned earlier, we would go to Trails End 
Resort in Richland Creek for two weeks each year. She was never able to get going in the early AM and on our 
trips to Trails End the bass fishing would be at its best at that time. 
 She would join me in the afternoon and we would fish till dark. 
She would catch her share of fish and was good at using the Jack’s Dual 
Spinner. One year we were down to one more day to fish and I urged her 
to get up early and fish that last morning. I told her if she would do this I 
would not fish and just paddle her around. I would be her guide. She did 
get up and within 30 minutes after we started fishing in Harmon Creek 
she caught a 6 ½ pound bass on the Jack’s. 
 Soon after that she caught two more smaller fish, and later she 
caught another 6 ½ pound. Two big fish within the first hour of fishing. 
My attitude seemed to change since the bass were biting very good. I 
was soon picking up my rod and making a few casts. Ann just laughed at 
me realizing that our deal for me not to fish was not going to hold any 
longer. Her picture holding the two big bass was published in the 
Tennessean. Ann also enjoyed fishing with me while we were in Florida 
each year. She would catch her share of the bass we caught. 
 Another trip we would make each year would be to Cove Hollow 
Resort on Center Hill Lake each December. We would usually go there 
after Christmas for two or three days of cold fishing. We would catch 
smallmouth bass fishing the deep banks of the lake. My cousin, A. J. 
Hayes, Jr. would fish with us some and he was good at this type of fishing. One trip that I’ll never forget was 
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when one cold December afternoon he had caught nine bass 
on Doll Flies and I had not caught a bass.  The score was 9-0 
and  10 per person was the limit  in those days. Well….he 
hooked another bass and when it came to the boat he asked me 
to get the net to help him land the fish. I got the net and a large 
knife  and when he brought the fish toward the net and instead 
of landing it, I cut his line and the fish swam away. I told him 
that I wasn’t going to let someone I was fishing with catch a 
limit when, at the same time I would catch none. We had 
many good laughs about this activity. 
 Perhaps our very best fishing success was at a farm 
pond owned by a local contractor in the Fort Campbell area. A 
local store manager took me there and the fishing for good-
size bass was unbelievably good. The lake area was about 30 
acres in size and in one corner was a circle of dead willows 
and deeper water on the inside of this circle. This had been an 
old pond when that was all of the lake at that time. The fishing 
was best in this old pond area  We would cast a diving crank 
bait that floats until you start winding it in. It would seem that 
the bass would not bother the bait until you started to wind it 
in. We would consistently catch 30 to 40 bass in a 3 to 4 hour 
period. 
 We fished out of a 14 foot John boat  which we hauled 
in the bed of my truck. We promised the land owner that we 
would keep fish only when he wanted some. We would take 
him filets and keep very few for our use. I’ve seen ponds that 
have many fish where you can catch plenty bass, but  they all 
were small in size. This lake that Ann and I fished produced 
many large bass, three to six pounds. Most all good things 
come to an end and this good arrangement was no exception. 
The partners agreed that the area this pond covered would be 
very valuable for crops and the pond was drained. 
 Ann and I also enjoyed our fishing trips to Florida and South Georgia. In Florida we would fish Lake 
Toho in Kissimmee, and we were fishing there when the Disney area was first being developed. Fishing was 
good and Ann would always catch her share of bass and really enjoy watching the big water birds. 
 We would hook up with Larry Switzer and his wife for dinner one of the nights we were there. Larry 
would always help us find the good places to fish for bass. I was with him when I caught my biggest bass to date 
weighing 11 pounds 12 ounces. During the same trip Larry caught one that weighed one ounce more with both 
fish being caught on plastic worms. 
  While fishing  we noticed an island with many fruit trees. We walked thru a pathway on the island and 
found oranges and grapefruit aplenty with the ground full of fruit that had ripened to the extent that it had fallen 
to the ground. We found a small house and we asked the people there if we could buy some of the fruit. They 
declared that they were not supposed to sell any to individuals but they said we could take some off the ground. 
This started a yearly tradition to find a resident that would sell us some fruit to take to Tennessee and load our 
freezer with fresh orange juice. The fruit was very cheap , like $2 a bushel. 
 Our trips to Lake Seminole in Bainbridge Georgia started a friendship with the owners of a fishing lodge 
and marina – the Jack Wingate family – Jack, wife Joyce and daughter Jackie. We had many exciting and fun 
things happen to us there, and there. was one near tragedy. Jack had provided for us a home on the lake to use 
while we were there. One day while we were out fishing, we had a huge army tank battery on charge inside the 
house. We fished until dark, and when we returned to the house I was anxious to see if the battery was getting a 
good charge. The cell caps were off the battery and  it being dark, I lit a match to see if the liquid was showing 
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ample charge. 
  All of a sudden there was a loud 
boom and the battery acid liquid had reached 
my face and into my open eyes. I 
immediately knew I was in trouble when my 
eyes felt like they were full of sand. My first 
thought was to rinse them out with water. 
My eyes turned very red. I got worried and I 
remembered that we had met a doctor from 
Bowling Green who was there on a fishing 
trip. 
 We went to the restaurant and found 
the doctor. He had been drinking, but with 
his best quick exam, he said that if there was 
damage done to my eyes I shouldn’t worry 
because it was already done. Ann and I went 
back to the house and neither of us was 
satisfied with the status of my eyes and the 
statement of the doctor. I happened to think 
that soda powder would help diminish the 
effects of acid, so I mixed up some soda and 
water and stuck my head into the water 
trying to rinse my eyes. I was very worried 
so we went back to the lodge to use the 
phone and I called Dr. Paul Wilson, an eye 
specialist in Clarksville. 
 He agreed with what I had done to 
the point, but he said that if the eyes were 
hurting the next morning I should go to an 
eye specialist as soon as possible. We  
returned to the house and a nice lady next 
door, Ms. Jesse Inman had eye trouble and had some drops that helped relieve the scratchy feeling in my eyes. 
With the aid of a sleeping pill chased with a generous portion of Old Taylor, I went to sleep quickly and slept 
well all night. When I awakened I had a real scare. I couldn’t see a thing. After further examination I found a 
small opening of light coming thru and I realized that during the night my eyes had formed a liquid seal and a hot 
and wet wash rag soon loosened up the seal and I seem to be seeing everything satisfactorily. With  the aid of 
sunglasses, we were able to fish that morning without any trouble. I was lucky ! 
 While touring a portion of the lake we noticed some grass weeds like we find on our Tennessee lakes. 
These weeds are great places to catch bass on our local lakes, and we wondered if the same would be true on 
Seminole. We had lunch at a lakeside restaurant and asked a fishing guide from Kentucky if he fished these grass 
areas on this lake. He said no and explained that the bass on Seminole didn’t get in this type of area. Well….that 
afternoon , about an hour before dark, we decided to fish the grass and we had great success. For the next few 
days we caught many bass using buzz baits in the weed beds. We didn’t reveal our secret. We continued our 
friendship with the Wingates for many years. 
 

MARK GRANT 
 Another place to fish that has produced many thrills is a 1 ½ acre pond that Mark Grant shared with me 
recently. Mark is a successful builder and son of some good friends , Russell and Frances Grant. Mark called me 
in the summer of 06 and surprised me when he advised me that he would like to take me to this pond that had 
produced great bass fishing..  Naturally, I asked Mark what baits he used in this pond that produced the best and I 
was shocked when he said ”a mouse shaped buzz bait made with rabbit fur” - when he showed it to me, I saw 
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that there wasn’t much fur remaining .It showed the results of much fish action in the past.  . 
Well…..when the day came when he would take me to this pond, he tied on this buzz bait. Upon arriving 
at the pond for the first time we get in this 12 foot john boat  and he casts this “mouse bait” well past  this 
submerged tree and WHAM -bam –  It produces a nice chunky bass. This started a merry chase for the 
next three hours. The bass were really hitting well in shallow water and  it was fun. Mark was using the 
mouse buzz bait and most of the time I was using a shallow crank bait or a top water.. 
    This first trip to the pond occurred on July 1, 06, and I fell in love with the serenity and the 
excellent number of 
bass we caught in 
that short period. We 
estimated that we 
caught and released 
over 50 in about four 
hours. This started a 
campaign to get 
someone to make us 
some more buzz 
baits with the mouse
-looking body made 
of rabbit fur . Within 
two weeks we had a 
new supply.   As 
luck would have it, 
we soon were also 
having luck with 
other baits. I used 
the big lucky 13 with 
three sets of treble 
hooks. It was lots of 
fun seeing bass 
strike at that big top 
water bait. But there 
was a bad  side to 
the story. On July 
22, our third trip to 
the pond, we were doing quite well and I was still using the big, multi hook  Lucky 13. From the 
beginning, Mark took good care of me. …..even landing my fish. I caught a nice bass about 3 pounds and 
he proceeded to land the fish for me. But the fish was quite active in the bottom of the boat. All of a 
sudden Mark shouted in pain as the flopping bass had sunk one of the three treble hooks in his leg and it 
was a big hook on one end of the plug in his leg and the feisty bass hooked on the other end of the plug. 
This ended a great day of fishing with us looking for medical aid to remove the hook from his leg. 
 By this time in our trips together, we started kidding each other like most fishermen do. Mark 
started the numbers game – who caught  the most, etc. When he started making “fun” remarks about his  
higher total catch compared to mine the competition began. Mark started counting near catches – like, “I 
had the fish on till it was near the boat, so I will count him” or “I know that it is some wood attached to 
my bait, but the fish got hung up in some brush and escaped so I’ll count it”. I had made a mistake….To 
help us keep up with the individual counts I had bought two counters, and this brought about some real 
crazy counting.. 
  To this date I have never beaten him. So, Mark proudly continues to use his counter and mine sits 
idle in my tackle box. To set the record straight, we, collectively, have caught an average of 30 bass per 
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(three to five hour) trip to the pond, AND I never been able to beat his real or mythical total catch number. 
 As is normal, some unexpected things have  happened, To set the scene, let me describe the pond. It 
is nestled in some higher terrain so the wind never seems to hinder  your fishing. The pond is about 200 
yards long and about 65 yards wide with  75% shallow (5 foot or less) and 25% deeper ( up to 12 feet). 
Fishing success on the pond seems to be better in the shallow areas. On one of our trips I had a good bass 
hit a spinner bait and after a few runs the bass broke my line and took the bait with him. A good hour later, 
Mark noticed some action in very shallow water some 100 yards away. He asked if I could see and I 
couldn’t. My many years have not left me with the ability to see a little action next to the bank 100 yards 
away. He said, excitedly, “it is a turtle and  it has a fish in its mouth.” Then he really surprised me by saying 
that the fish had my spinner bait showing while the turtle was chewing on it. Now, he is seeing this from 
about 100 yards away and I did not believe it. To see the turtle and the fish was one thing but to also see the 
spinner bait attached to the fish from 100 yards was just too much. I had to have more proof and I got it. 
Mark paddled the boat all the way to the spot and sure enough there was my bass with my bait in  his mouth 
and this turtle had chewed a good portion of his tail area. I immediately gave Mark a new name……ole 
EAGLE  EYES 
 A real blessing I have enjoyed from fishing this pond is that I know that it  has lots of 
average size bass in it and , knowing this, we  have done some bait testing and fishing methods that we 
normally would hesitate to do. I, for sure, have learned that Mark is a good bass fisherman who tries lots of 
different baits on ever trip.  
 Take the Mepp’s  Spinner bait as an example…..In my many years of the past, I did not use this bait. 
Mark relied on it with confidence and he showed me that it would produce more than its share of bass. In 
fact, the largest bass we have caught while fishing together, 5 pounds 9 ounces, was caught on this bait. I 
have shared with Mark the knowledge of and methods of using my favorite bait – the shallow Fat Rap 
number 7. And, of course, the big Lucky 13 continues to surprise us by fishing it slowly with finesse 
Amazingly, on the 23rd of December in 06, we caught 27 bass and many in water no more than 1 foot deep. 
AND the Lucky 13 , though a surface bait, did its share of the catching. . 
 I have certainly enjoyed fishing this pond and fishing with Mark. When I compare fishing there for a 
very short time with fishing for the same time on one of the big lakes in our area, there’s no comparison . 
You catch many more fish in a shorter length of time with no wind problems and no big bass boats zipping 
by. 

 
THE SEMINOLE GANG 

 A group of Clarksville fishermen, led by Carnell Vaughn and Melvin Maynard, would make an 
annual trip to Lake Seminole and stay at some cabins at the Wingate place. 
 There would usually be 5 or 6 boats in our group and we would fish for a week. We usually caught 
lots of fish, but there was much fun to be had kidding one another. Some of the people who would , in 
different years, make up our group were, Carnell, Ray Vaughn, Bob Parr, Cecil Curtis, Joe Archletta, Tom 
Dolan, Zoot Parker, Bill  Hoy, Pete Borris, Carl Moseley, Henry Marshall, Bobby Jo Adkins and several 
others. We would fish two to a boat and each would have a guide. Our guides were usually identified by one 
name – Crawford, Hester, Ted Kelley, Ted Johnson, Jerry and others. There was much fun to be had with 
our discussions with our guides. Crawford, an old man with no teeth would brag about his sex life.  
 Kelly, a retired USAF pilot, would be bragging about his catches of the past, Hester would not say 
much and was sort of cranky. Jerry was the young one of the bunch, and Seebree , a huge black man who 
would almost sink the boat with his weight on one corner of it. We would all meet and have lunch at an 
attractive area called Seeleys. Moseley was a cook of renown and he would always bring a box of fried 
chicken to go with the country ham that Carnell would bring. 
  We enjoyed the ham but was afraid of the chicken. The chicken would be kept in a box with little or 
no refrigeration.  Not for me ! Hoy got real sick one day and he blamed the chicken for his  problem. Hoy 
and guide, Kelley, had an interesting exchange one day and the topic was a “red worm” which Hoy 
affectionately called  a strawberry worm.  When Kelly saw this red worm that Bill was fishing, he hastened 
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to advise him that he was using the wrong color and that he had never even heard of anyone catching  a 
bass on a red worm. Bill stuck with it 
while Kelly laughed about it with the 
other guides. Bill proved he was right 
because he caught a nice bass on a 
sand bar – yes, on a red strawberry 
worm. 
 We would always put up $5 
each for a pot to go to the fisherman 
with the largest bass. The fish the 
guides caught would not count. 
But…..it was always subject to much 
fussing about illegal happenings and 
cheating. Carnell would always start 
planning the trip in December and it 
would always be scheduled for the 
second week in February. Many would 
question the weather problems, 
sometimes a factor in early February, 
but Carnell would always win out. He 
also would be firm about the travel 
schedule. He would always want to 
leave around 2 AM and meet for 
breakfast at the same Holiday Inn in Montgomery at 6 AM. 
  On one occasion, we were leaving on the same night I had to be at a formal ADDY  award 
activity of the Nashville Advertising Federation.  I’ll always remember that they picked me up in 
Nashville at 2:30 AM and I was dressed in a tuxedo. When we would arrive in Bainbridge, we would all 
go looking for an oyster bar in the area. One of us would always draw a bad assignment. We stayed two 
to a cabin, and the person who drew Carnell was in for a tough night. He was the loudest snoring man I 
had ever observed. Even with the aid of a sleeping pill, a shot of Jack, and ear plugs , it was impossible 
to overcome the noise. 
 For dinner each night, we sometimes ate at the lodge restaurant or cooked steaks or some other 
dish. Carnell or Bobby Joe would always bring some great steaks. Henry Marshall came up with a dish 
called perlow. It’s hard for me to explain how it looked and tasted. We would end up with lots of bass 
caught and lots of fun to talk about. Carnell would always want to save the fish and on the last day 
before leaving, he would take a picture of a pile of bass to brag about. Carnell passed away suddenly in 
1990, and we tried to carry on the tradition, but it was never the same. Henry Marshall tried to keep all 
of us interested. 
 

BUD CHAMBERLAIN AND THE CAYMAN ISLANDS 
 I first met Bud Chamberlain when we were both fishing Kentucky Lake out of Southernaire 
Resort. I  got to know him well a few years later when we were both members of the Nashville 
Advertising Federation. Bud was a very successful business man as President of Athens Paper Co. Bud 
was also a very experienced pilot who owned his own aircraft. One of the activities of the Advertising 
Federation is an auction which raises money by people bidding on items that were donated. At one of 
these auctions a trip to Little Cayman Island was offered by Bud. 
 A friend of mine, Jack Pentzer, and I bid successfully for the trip which included transportation 
on Bud’s twin engine Navaho, and some fishing opportunities. When we landed on this small island 
which was one mile wide and 10 miles long. It  had no stores and less than 25 permanent residents. Bud 
had an interest in some property on the island and had the use of a complex of three houses located on a 
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beautiful sand beach within sight of the main sea. The fishing opportunities in that area included fishing in 
what was called the Tarpon Pond. This brackish water lake was shallow and surrounded by mangroves 
and it was full of small tarpon up to 5 or 6 pounds. Fishing in small shallow boats with oars we would 
catch plenty of tarpon and it was a thrill to see them jump often. 
 One unusual thing happened while fishing in the Tarpon 
Pond with Bud. We were using as bait a Bagley Finger Mullet 
which is about 4 inches long and has two sets of treble hooks. Bud 
hooked a tarpon and tried to set the hook with a jerk and the bait 
came loose from the tarpon’s mouth and one of the hooks came 
back at me like a bullet. It got me in the lower arm and one of the 
treble hooks penetrated my arm beyond the barb. Almost 
immediately an egg shape swelling appeared on my arm just 
above the wrist. I unscrewed the hooks from the bait and 
continued to fish with the hook still in my arm. We continued to 
catch tarpon but soon I felt a little funny in my stomach, so I 
suggested that we quit. 
  We went back to the house and talked about what we were 
going to do. With no medical facility on the island, we knew that 
we were on our own.  Bud went to a storage house that had some 
limited medical supplies in it. He came back with a scalpel and 
suggested that we cut the hook out. I refused and suggested that 
he push the point of the hook on thru the skin on my arm, cut off 
the barb on the hook and then back the rest of it out. With the 
generous help of Jack Daniel, I was not in much pain. Finally, one 
of the natives on the island did what I suggested and I was free 
but still had the large swollen area on my arm. Jack went to the 
storage house and gave me what he called a pain pill. After taking 
the pill, I went to bed . 
  They soon became worried about me and Jack tells that he 
found me face down in the bed gurgling. They were concerned so 
they forced me to walk for a while. The “drums of the island”  got a message around that I had an 
accident. A nurse was staying at a small resort on the island and came to check on me. When she saw the 
medicine bottle she was amazed. I had taken something she said was basically for menopausal ladies. It 
didn’t mix well with Jack Daniel. I survived and the next day we were ready to again go fishing. 
 The tarpon fishing was fun; however, our most interesting fishing was for bonefish. There were 
always schools of bonefish roaming around the island. They are bottom feeders and wherever they are is 
signaled by a streak of muddy water left behind. We would cast  a hook full of small fry minnows into the 
muddy areas and often a bonefish would pick it bait up and take off. 
 They would always make a long run without stopping and it would amount to a thrilling experience. We 
used the short ultra-lite spinning rods and reels, and they really put up a fight that you never forget. I 
remember one fish I hooked kept running until I had no more line on the reel. The line broke and the fish 
got away. Fishing for bonefish was truly exciting. I also caught some barracuda trolling a tube-type bait. 
  We ate some fish that we caught – not tarpon or bonefish – and we had fresh marinated  conch and 
conch fritters. We returned to the island for two more years and met an interesting man who looked just 
like the movie star, Richard Widmark. His name was Don Fagan , a life insurance executive from  the 
Miami area and a big Notre Dame football fan. His team was to play University of Tennessee  in the fall 
and he asked if anyone in our group could get him some tickets. I accepted the challenge and got two 
tickets. He was so happy when he received the tickets he insisted that we return to the Islands and stay at 
his condo on Grand Cayman, the main island which was much larger than Little Cayman. As this island 
was developed, there were many drainage ditches dug to help control mosquitoes. All of these ditches had 
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smaller tarpon in them. 
They  travel in schools and when they cornered a school of fry minnows the feeding frenzy was 
something to watch. They would quickly take a hook with fry minnows as bait and we had a hard time 
keeping them in the water. These islands are beautiful and instead of fishing so much I learned to 
observe the beauty of the underwater world while snorkeling. 
Bud and I have fished together many times at our place on Barkley Lake. We have, at times, caught 
several bass. He loves to fish with  top water type baits. We once caught a 7 ¼ pound bass on a noise-
making top water bait. Bud, at first, wanted to keep the fish to eat but when we returned to our landing 
at Greenhead, he changed his mind and we released the bass. Bud was a great friend. We’ve had much 
fun fishing together. 
 

SOME UNUSUAL HAPPENINGS 
Bill Hoy reminded me of something that happened that is hard for me to believe, but I saw it with my 
own eyes. In the winter months, I enjoy fishing for crappie. Most of my life,  I have fished with a 14 
foot pole with minnows as bait. One cold morning I went to my boat which was parked on my trailer in 
front of the Greenhead clubhouse. In the boat was my pole and on the hook was a minnow that I was 
using in the late afternoon the day before. I noticed something funny – the minnow was moving about 
even though it had been out of water and in cold weather overnight. 
I blamed the vision on me being half asleep in the early morning. I put the boat in the water and went to 
Neville creek and stopped at a favorite spot. Now, more awake and alert, I noticed that the minnow was 
still moving about on the hook. It was unbelievable – so I threw the line and attached minnow into the 
water and almost immediately caught a crappie. 

Hooks 
I have had hooks in parts of my body many times, but two times were exceptional and different. I fish 
alone much of the time. Several years ago my family was staying at Southernaire Resort and I got up 
early and went fishing while the rest of the family slept. I wound up fishing in the back portion of Bass 
Bay. I was using a Darter bait with three treble hooks on the plug. I threw the plug up under a bush and 
a big bass blasted it. I got it to the boat and netted it. The five pound bass was flopping around in the 
net, the net being held in my left  hand. I put my rod and reel down with the bait still in the fish’s mouth. 
 A good portion of the mesh of the net was all mixed up and wrapped around the hooks and the fish. I 
had a job to do , so I reached into the net to grab the fish to hold it still while I got the hooks out of  his 
mouth. Upon examination, the bass was hooked on just one set of treble hooks with two remaining. 
About the time I got my hands near the mouth of the bass, he flopped and one set of treble hooks sunk 
into the fat portion of my hand below my thumb. So I was hooked on one end of the bait with a flopping 
fish on the other end. 
I was hurting and in a mess. I reached through the mesh of the net and got three fingers on my left hand 
inside the gill flap of the fish to hold him still so that it wouldn’t tear my hand up. So, here’s the scene, 
I’m in the back of Bass Bay with nobody else in the creek to help. I have a five pound bass in my net 
with one of three sets of treble hooks in his mouth and with another set of hooks in my right hand with 
lots of the net all wrapped up around the hooks.  I continued to hold the fish as still as possible and had 
two fingers on my left hand to work with. I finally got the net mesh away from my hooked hand. 
  Continuing to hold the bass still with my three fingers in his gill plate, I then unscrewed the set 
of hooks that was in my hand. All the while, the boat drifted  into the middle of an overhanging willow 
tree. Finally, after about 45 minutes, I got free from the fish with a set of hooks still in my hand. I threw 
that fish into the boat and took off for Southernaire. To hear Ann tell the story, she was awakened by the 
sound of a bottle of booze being consumed at a fast rate. I went to Erin and had the hook removed. 
 A very similar situation happened last summer on Barkley Lake. I was fishing with a Lucky 13 
bait – again with three sets of treble hooks. The bass were hitting fast and furious in a shallow bay. I 
caught several but had one that gave me a problem. I landed the 3 to 4 pound fish into my net, reached 
in to grab the fish – the fish flopped and  got hooks into the top portion of my right hand. I quickly 
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reached in with my left hand to grab the fish and some of the hook points got into my left hand. I, again , 
had a real problem. Both hands had fish hooks in them – the fish had flopped loose from the bait and to 
control the fish I held it, still in the net, between my legs. 
  I still had a real problem to deal with because both hands had hooks and I had nothing left to work 
with. Somehow, and  I don’t know how, I moved my hands around  and finally got one hand loose and 
soon the other one. After checking the bloody places on the back of my two hands I determined that I had 5 
hook points penetrate my skin, but none past the barb. 

 
E. F. Griffin 

 There was a man named E. F. Griffin, who fished in the Richland Creek area of Kentucky Lake and 
had great and regular success using  Bomber lures. He had a working arrangement with the Bomber Bait 
Co. and he got dozens of free baits from them. I was fishing with the Jack’s Dual Spinner regularly at the 
time of this story. When the fish were in shallow water -  in the weed beds and bushes – his success 
declined and mine picked up. At the annual boat show in Nashville the bait companies would have displays 
and Jack Wendling was there one year touting his Jack’s Dual Spinner. Griffin approached me asking that I 
introduce  him to Jack and he would get some baits from him to fish with when the bass got in shallow 
water. 
  I did this and later in the show Griffin came back to me to report that Jack had given him only two 
baits and he said that he was so disgusted that he took them outside and threw them away. He further said 
that he would never fish that bait. The following spring I was fishing in his area for two weeks with great 
success. Griffin was not doing well on his Bomber baits. He asked me if  he could follow me the next 
morning and see me fish  that bait. I said OK not telling him that I had done much better on top-water baits 
than I had on Jack’s. We went to where  I had enjoyed my best luck – in the back end of Harmon Creek. I 
started fishing top water baits but had no luck for the few minutes we fished. A storm came up and we 
went to a shelter to wait for better weather. 
  The storm ended and he said that he was going to another area and he would check with me later. It 
was amazing, but just as soon as I started fishing again the bass started feeding and I was enjoying good 
success. I had a near limit of bass including a big 7 ½ pounder on top water baits. I finally saw his boat 
returning to the creek where we started. I put down the rod with the top water bait attached and switched to 
a Jack’s Dual Spinner. As my luck would have it, I caught one about three pounds just as he was getting 
close. He saw me and saw what I was fishing. 
 He reported that he had only caught 2 stripped bass. I then held up a limit of 10 bass on a string that 
included the big one. He was noticeably upset and said that since he saw me catch the one on a Jack’s 
Dual, he knew that that was the bait I had been using. I didn’t tell him anything. I simply said that I was 
“going in” because I had a limit. He said that before I left he would like for me to give him a couple of 
Jack’s Dual Spinners which I did. Now this was the same person that threw some of them away and would 
not fish with them. 
 

Bo 
 I had a great dog named Bo and he was with me when I went to Kentucky Lake one cold February 
day. There was much ice on the lake and I had a mission. While the lake was very low I wanted to go to 
certain places to see how the good fishing places looked  out of the water. I launched my boat at Danville 
and went to Bass Bay and saw that all of the banks were “iced in”.  I motored over to the south bank and 
broke ice for about 30  yards  and pulled my boat onto a gravel bar bank. Bo and I got out and started 
walking and looking. After about 45 minutes we were returning to the boat when we noticed that our boat 
was  floating away from the bank. 
  We ran to the spot where our boat had been on the bank and discovered that we were too late – the 
boat  had drifted with an area of ice that had surrounded it, well away from land. It was too far away to 
recover it. I looked at Bo and he was looking at me as if to say “ what do we do now”. There was not 
another boat anywhere around. There was no way to walk for help within our time limit before dark. There 
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was a small boat dock and restaurant across the lake which was ½ mile away but it was closed for the 
season. Thinking that maybe someone might be there I started yelling as loud as possible for help. I 
continued this while looking at the boat drifting farther and farther from our bank position. I was thinking 
about walking around the south bank of the creek then cross the creek at the point where it flows into the 
lake area then up the north bank to a road and railway that would lead to civilization. 
 But it would be several miles and we only had two hours of daylight left. There was no way we 
could make it.  So I continued to holler for help without any idea anyone would be there to hear and help 
me. Just as I was becoming more and more discouraged, I heard  and saw a small boat leaving the boat 
dock area and it was coming our way. I was so happy to see our help call being answered. When the man 
in the boat got near us and saw our boat floating away,  he retrieved it and brought it to us and said, “You 
have great lungs to be able to yell loud enough for me to hear you. I was using my chain saw and still 
heard your yells. Our problem was solved but with a lesson learned. When you break an area of ice with a 
boat the entire area of ice may then move away from the bank. 

 
Fog 

 Fog can present some problems for a fisherman and can result in some interesting stories. Here’s 
another one. In the 1950’s, outboard motors had tanks within the motor. Some of Ann’s family wanted to 
go crappie fishing on Kentucky Lake. Among those wanting to go were her father, Geoffrey, brother, Jack, 
and  brother-in-law, Charles Haden.. I knew of a good crappie spot known as “the old house place” on the 
east bank of the Big Sandy River. To accommodate that many fisherman I borrowed a rectangular shaped 
boat that had plenty of room and a big 10 HP Mercury motor. 
  This motor, as were many in that  era, had the gas tank as part of the motor. We met and arrived at 
Williams dock in Little Eagle Creek. There was one problem – it was very foggy and it was still one hour 
before good daylight. Because I was the designated “guide” I made the decision to proceed with complete 
confidence that , even in the fog, I could find the way. With a boat load of fishermen in an old barge-type 
boat we took off with our first identifiable location to be the island at the mouth of Big Eagle Creek. We 
hit it on the nose and immediately gained confidence that all would be right with our challenge. We 
departed the island heading southeast for our final spot some 4 miles away. We slowly made our way being 
able to see absolutely nothing but fog. The daylight didn’t help at all. We tried to follow the slight waves in 
a same direction. We also tried to track the trail left by the motor. 
  We ran out of gas and filled up from a large gas can we had aboard. We ran and ran and  still 
couldn’t see a thing. We ran out of gas again, but soon after refueling for the third time we came upon a 
slight  vision of land. We stopped and started fishing not knowing where we were. We started to catch a 
few crappie and heard some voices from a foggy distance. We hollered to the unseen people asking them 
where we were. They simply said that they had just put their boat in the water in a cove by the Paris 
Landing Hotel. This was almost impossible for us to believe. We had made a big circle for about 15 miles 
and wound up in the opposite direction from the intended one. We were much further away from “the old 
house place” than we were when we started our voyage. Finally the fog lifted and we could see and laugh 
at our long and crazy mistake. We did catch a few crappie. 

 
THE BASS DISCIPLES BASS CLUB 

 A Clarksville  bass club was formed  in August, 1972 – the Bass Disciples with 11 founding 
members: John Golden, Bobby Haskins, Terry King, Donny Haskins, Lowell Thompson, Bob Parr, 
William Thweatt, Pat Weakley, Tom Schropp, Paul Baggett and Jimmy King. Soon after the initial 
founding of the Club, the membership was increased. It was then that I became a member along with Pete 
Schmittou., Charlie Rushing, Cecil Curtis and others. The Club went well for a year or so having a meeting 
each month. We would watch fishing tapes and have some informative programs and, of course, swap 
fishing experiences. We usually met at the New Providence branch of the Northern Bank. 
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 The idea of having a tournament among our 
members was presented. I was opposed to this idea 
because I felt that this would encourage our members to 
do things that we wouldn’t normally do while fishing. 
They first held a combination tournament and picnic  
with the wives of members joining us for a late 
afternoon fish fry. This turned out OK. Soon after the 
tournaments got going we had some bad feelings to 
develop. I wouldn’t participate in these events. There 
was a drawing for partners in the team-type competition. 
Some refused to fish with others, some would not show 
their partners their good fishing spots, some accused 
others of cheating. So….I was right. The tournaments 
made us less aware of our original mission and soon the attendance and interest diminished and the Club soon 
quit having meetings 

 
THE BARGE INCIDENT 

 This is another story that is hard to believe but I have  a very clear memory of the experience. This 
happened while I was using oars and before we started depending on trolling motors. I was leaving Cane Creek 
and going to Richland Creek, a trip of about 10 miles. I was in my Model F Aluma Craft powered by a 20 HP 
Mercury – one that you had to start by a hand pull. A problem was developing for me. There was a dark cloud 
that seemed to be coming my way so I took off and discovered that my motor wasn’t running properly. It 
would run for about a minute and then shut down. After a few minutes of pulling the cord trying to start the 
engine it would go again for about a minute and again stop. 
 A barge was coming from the north going up lake. Soon I was getting close to the barge – a position 
we always tried to avoid but there was nothing I could do about it. My motor would not run. I heard the barge 
motors slowing down and someone from a loud speaker system asked me did I need some help and I nodded 
my head to let them know  that  I was in trouble. They threw the barge motors in reverse to stop their  progress 
and told me to row  up to the side of the barge. I did and it was hard to do due to the back current created by 
the barge stopping. By this time the dark thunderstorm clouds were surrounding us. I rowed up to the side of 
the barge under the direction of a worker. He tied my boat up to the barge and advised me to climb the side 
ladder-type rails to get aboard the engine room which was below the captain’s cabin. Once aboard I noticed the 
crew was having a late afternoon meal. 
  Looking over the side I saw a crew member in my boat working on my motor. The barge was now 
proceeding up the lake and I was excited about what I was seeing. With an invitation I went up to the 
Captain’s cabin and watched him maneuver the moderately long row of barges that he was pushing. We were 
past the mouth of White Oak Creek when the crew member was back on board reporting that my spark plugs 
needed cleaning badly and that he had done the best he could with them and that the motor was running OK. 
The Captain was giving me some information about the operation of the tug boat keeping the barges properly 
in line with the channel. 
  This was during a low water period of the year and when we got to the river bars across the lake from 
Turkey Creek one of the front barges ran up on to the edge of one of these shallow water bars. I felt bad 
because I could have been the reason for his mistake – he was talking to me when he got into trouble. He threw 
the big engines into reverse  trying to back away from the bar. He suggested that since I was only two miles 
away from the mouth of Richland Creek, my destination, I could leave. They guided me down the rails to then 
get into my boat. My motor started on the first pull and I sped  away. When I got to the mouth of Richland 
Creek it was raining hard, but I waited to observe to barge being pulled off the bar. I finally saw it moving 
forward again and my amazing and interesting experience came to an end. 
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THE CLOSE 
You can tell from the stories I have told that I have had a near lifetime of experiences  that have stuck in 
my mind while I have been enjoying the sport of fishing. It has been a source of happiness and pleasure for 
the more than fifty years I have been enjoying the sport. It has made me even more aware of the beauty and 
wonder of what God has made for us to enjoy. I have seen some beautiful scenes and sights while on His 
waters.  Let me give you just one example. I was fishing the north bank of Bruton Springs Creek on 
Barkley Lake when I kept noticing something unusual floating in the bay some 500 yards away.  I could 
not tell what it was but I noticed that it was always changing its shape. I finally decided to quit fishing for a 
minute and go see what this was. As I motored close by I saw a beautiful sight. This group of baby ducks 
huddling together. About the time that I got close to them the mother duck appeared and put on a show to 
get my attention away from her babies. God is Great, God is Good. Let us thank him for our love of 
fishing ! 

Little Cayman Island 
 
Charlie Malone— June 2007 
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Barefoot Mallory—Southernaire Resort 
Tommy Malone 

Cliff Sites My Friends “The Red Fish” 
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Bill Pickering R. E. Orr 

Winn Ellis 

Bill Hoy 

Randy Cook Troy Halliburton 

Some of my Big Fish 

11 and 3/4 pounds 9 and 1/4 pounds  


